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In a place of beauty beyond words
is a place of luxury beyond measure.

Hawai‘i is a place of rarified beauty. Kaua‘i is an island of natural grandeur even rarer still. And on its verdant northern coast, on a
broad promontory commanding one of the Pacific’s most indelible vistas, the St. Regis Princeville Resort is poised to become one of the
most exclusive destinations on Earth. Drawing inspiration from the most luxuriant of the Hawaiian Islands, the resort is a monument
to its setting. Guests of the St. Regis Princeville Resort reside in a bastion of tropical sophistication, surrounded by interiors reflecting
Kaua‘i’s rich abundance, cuisine that celebrates local flavors, and an array of activities as thrillingly diverse as the island itself.

Na mea ho‘okipa.
The grace of aloha revealed.

Beginning the moment a valet greets you in our grand porte cochere, you will find the St. Regis Princeville Resort experience to be
a gracefully revealed series of unexpected pleasures.

This is a place where exotic beauty and refined sensibilities blend seamlessly,

and where service is an art in and of itself. From discreetly served breakfasts in bed to fully customized outdoor adventures—no
detail is without thought or intent, and no request is unfulfilled. Called ike ika wahi, every stay is enhanced by a collection of sensory
experiences created by the St. Regis Princeville Resort to enhance our guest’s sense of this singular destination.

No pleasure unimaginable.
No request unfulfilled.

Excellence is a standard few endeavor to exceed, and even fewer manage to achieve. The St. Regis Princeville Resort will do more
than uphold the criterion of its illustrious namesake, it will redefine the expectations of tropical escape. Because while discretion and
sincerity remain the hallmarks of St. Regis service, Hawaiian grace is a language of its own. In a place where genuine hospitality and
generosity are cultural virtues, our transcendent staff give a distinctly Hawaiian voice to such paragons as the St. Regis Butler and
Concierge services.

Experiences as unique
as your desires.

For many guests, our famed, championship golf courses prove an irresistible draw. For others, the new, internationally-acclaimed
Halele‘a Spa or the cabana-rimmed infinity pool will become a home away from home. Still others will enjoy our ever-changing
calendar of cultural events, or afternoons browsing our chic retail boutiques. For families, a variety of child-friendly activities and
excursions await. And for those with an adventurous spirit, the possibilities are limitless. Embark on a private sailboat journey, or a
chartered luxury helicopter tour. Explore tide pools and silent rainforests. Spend an afternoon on horseback at the exclusive Princeville
Ranch. Or simply do nothing at all.

Missing

Some fairways are
fairer than others.

The near-distant roar of waterfalls cascading from emerald mountains. Undulating greens dotted with lakes and native woodlands. A
majestic coastline of sheer cliffs and verdant promontories rising 300 feet above crashing surf. In a setting this grand, a mere eighteen
holes would be woefully insufficient.

Between the legendary Prince course and celebrated Makai course, guests of the St. Regis will

discover 45 holes of Hawai‘i’s most dramatic golf. Consistently ranked among America’s finest golf destinations, the Princeville courses
are as challenging as they are breathtaking.

Ola halele‘a i ka wai.
Water gives life within.

At the St. Regis Princeville Resort, we acknowledge the therapeutic properties of birdsong and morning sun. We find the caress of a
trade wind as renewing as the hand of a masseur. And we believe that pure water holds the miraculous power to cleanse the spirit.
A day at Halele‘a’s Spa and pool revitalizes your every sense. Here, a menu of exotic treatments promise blissful diversions, enhanced
by essences of local fruit and flora. Misty whirlpools and steam rooms beckon. Oceanfront or poolside massages await.

Guests are

attended to by a trained consultant, who will develop a customized wellness regimen to ensure optimal healing and restoration while
in residence, and well beyond.

Internationally acclaimed.
Locally inspired.

Kaua‘i is an island nearly as famous for its tastes as its sights. The piquant, floral zing of hand-picked mango. The crisp, peppery bite of
fresh lemon grass. The delicate flavor and flakey texture of ocean-caught Opakapaka. Such are the flavors of Kaua‘i, and the building
blocks of the St. Regis Princeville Resort menus.

Presided over by an award-winning culinary team, the kitchens of our 5-star restaurants

are dens of masterful culinary creativity—utilizing ingredients farmed or produced on Kaua‘i to create meals of striking originality.
Whether you prefer candlelit private dining or the understated elegance of five dining venues, every meal becomes a memorable occasion.

Forever starts here.

As the sun kisses the horizon and you are bathed in golden light, your vows are lifted by eternal trade winds and scattered over a million
miles of Pacific.

Whether you envision an intimate ceremony under the canopy of a kamani tree, or a grand affair in a ballroom open

to the sea, our celebration consultants defy any impediment to the realization of your dream. And for couples seeking a honeymoon
beyond the expected, it is difficult to imagine a destination more wondrously exotic and impossibly romantic.

hawai‘i’s quintessential address.
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